Have you had an outstanding teacher or mentor at UNC?

YES

UNDERGRAD TEACHING

What are you recognizing them for?

YES

In a first-year course?

YES

Are they tenure track?*

YES

In a course in a professional school?

YES

Are they a graduate student?

YES

Tanner Graduate Board of Gov.

Tanner Chapman Friday

NO

MENTORING

NO

Really? Think about it and visit this page again before October 1st.

NO

POST-BACC TEACHING

Are they tenure track?*

NO

Are they tenure track?*

NO

Try another award below.

NO

Tanner Chapman Friday

NO

Post Bacc Award

YES

Are they a graduate student?

YES

Tanner Friday Board of Gov.

Tanner Friday Board of Gov.

Once you have chosen an award, please go to webpage for the specific award to look at stipulations and to check if the person has recently won this award.
http://provost.unc.edu/teaching-awards/

*Tenure track typically have titles of assistant, associate, or full professor. Non-tenured may have titles such as lecturer or clinical professors. An instructor need not be tenured or tenure-track to receive an award. Fixed term faculty who hold the rank of lecturer, senior lecturer, etc. are eligible for many awards. If you are not sure of an instructor’s rank, make a submission and it will be routed appropriately. Thank you for your time!